
BUKUBAKI
 ECO SURF RESORT



Bukubaki Eco Surf Resort complements the best of the surfing experience in

a family atmosphere with an offer of eco-friendly glamping accommodation

based on the principles of sustainability without compromising the comfort

enjoyed by our guests. Bukubaki is the perfect vacation spot for active

families (with children), for adventurous people seeking thrilling

experiences, mindfulness and tranquility, as well as for those who want to

view an experience as a journey of self-awareness and connection with

themselves, with nature. , the ocean and life.

Among others, the Eco Resort consists of 6 tree houses, 1 adapted bungalow,

19 tents (2 adapted), accessible changing rooms and restaurant, saltwater

pool, sauna, massage rooms, skate bowl, multipurpose room and surf

schools, yoga and skate.

THE PHILOSOPHY
"When a man turns away from               his heart hardens."nature

THE PHILOSOPHY



TREEHOUSES
Stilts suspended between heaven and earth, like the nests in the

trees. A child's dream comes true, with the comfort of a small

kitchen and a private bathroom.

 

With a capacity of 4/6 people, our tree houses are equipped with

heating for the seasons when the damp sea breeze makes us want

to wear a nightgown, drink hot chocolate and read a comic book.

 

* Accessible construction, according to the rules of the Action Plan for the

Integration of Persons with Disabilities and Reduced Mobility (1 bungalow).

TREEHOUSES



2 bedrooms (1 open bedroom + 1 private bedroom) both with double beds

1 double sofa bed

Traditional and open wardrobe

Air conditioning

Private bathroom with shower

Dining room with kitchenette (cooker, microwave, kitchenware)

Terrace

Free Wi-Fi

* Maximum capacity 6 guests

Treehouse Wide



2 bedrooms (1 open bedroom with double bed + 1 bedroom with a bunk bed)

Open wardrobe

Air conditioning

Private bathroom with shower

Dining room with kitchenette (cooker, fridge, kitchenware)

Terrace

Free WiFi access.

Treehouse Tiny

* Maximum capacity 4 guests



2 bedrooms (1 open bedroom with double bed + 1 bedroom with a bunk bed)

Open wardrobe

Air conditioning

Adapted private bathroom with shower

Dining room with kitchenette (cooker, fridge, kitchenware)

Terrace

Free Wi-Fi

Pool view

* Maximum capacity 4 guests

** On the ground floor with accessibility to reduced mobility 

Bungalow



Sleeping in a Canadian tent is one of the greatest dreams of all who

have an adventurous and dreamy heart. At Bukubaki we made a

child's dream possible without sacrificing elegance and privacy.

Tents made of waterproof cotton fabric, protected by an extra cover

of the same material, built on a wooden deck. Inside, the simplicity of

a camping experience reigns with the comfort of a bed and

handcrafted furniture.

 

With a capacity of 2/4 people, our Canadian tents are the

comfortable retreat after every busy day in the wild. The tents are

equipped with a low-power electric heater for days when the wind

blows from the north.

CANADIAN ROOMS

* Accessible construction, according to the rules of the Action Plan for the

Integration of People with Disabilities and Reduced Mobility (2 tents and

changing rooms)

CANADIAN ROOMS



4 single beds

Maximum capacity 4 guests

Canadian Room Group

All Canadian Room typologies have:

Free Wi-Fi access

Bedside tables

Open wardrobe

Terrace with wooden chairs

Shared changing rooms

Electric heater & thermal duvets

Safe                                                  

Canadian Room Family
1 double bed

1 individual futon

Maximum capacity 3 guests

Canadian Room Comfort
1 double bed

Maximum capacity 2 guests

(ask for key at reception subject to bail)



Our Gastro Bar
 

Among the pine and eucalyptus trees, you can find our Gastro Bar Juncal N. 6.

In the kitchen blends simplicity & genuine flavors with lots of love. At the bar you can find classic cocktails, always spiced with a hint of well-being.

We use products selected from the best of local agriculture and our sea, never forgetting vegetarian and vegan options.

We also create your dream events: weddings, family reunions, corporate dinners and exclusive parties, that have a different "flavor" in our forest.

* In summer, we suggest booking in advance, to ensure the freshness of the products used and a superior quality in its preparation.
** Accessible construction, according to the rules of the Action Plan for the Integration of Persons with Disabilities and Reduced Mobility



Sala Multiusos
Equipped with video projector and screen

Fitness material

60 chairs

Sound equipment (optional)

Can be rented by an hour, half day or full day

 

 

 

It is perfect for meetings, parties, fitness classes, reunions, conferences and workshops or for other events and organized activities.



Wellness

Our wellness offer a traditional Finnish sauna with a temperature of 80 to 100ºC and hot stones that can be used to create large amounts of steam, increasing the

humidity and heat within it. Some of the benefits of this practice are relief from back pain, increased blood circulation, moisturizing the skin and clearing the pores,

fighting stress and hypertension. It also relaxes the muscles, clears the airways, detoxifies and expels the body's impurities and fights diseases of the respiratory system.

Sauna

Massage
In addition to the sauna, our wellness center is equipped with two massage rooms, one with a marquise and one with a mattress on the floor, giving the best conditions

for the wide range of massages we offer. Through sliding, friction and kneading techniques, the circulatory, lymphatic, nervous and energetic systems are worked causing

the relaxation of body and mind, fighting physical and mental fatigue.



Surf

Surfing is much more than a sport to us!

 

It is a unique lifestyle that serves as a metaphor for various stages of our life. The ocean gives us lessons in humility, persistence, perseverance, and teaches us the ability

to take advantage of the waves: "the best surfer is the one who has the most fun."

 

Our surf instructors are properly certified to ensure the safety and success of each student, to help develop their own style and to learn to express themselves freely. 

Surf sessions have small groups (or private), so as to enable the progress and error correction of each one.



Skate

Amid the shade of the pine trees in the heart of Bukubaki is a skate pool with a unique shape and design by Matteo Storelli.

The skate bowl was entirely built by his hands and tested by some skaters from around the world.

 

Our skate school aims to prepare the initiation to surfing by training body movements on this "steady wave" and creating the true heart of a rider. Our instructors,

experienced skaters are able to teach children and adults safely, and to reveal the secrets of this lifestyle in a playful and integrative way.



E-Bike

Waking up among the trees and enjoying off the road bike rides is one of our favorite activities. The breathtaking nature of the wild paths, cliffs and bays around the

Bukubaki adds to each adventure an impressive natural setting.

 

Each walk is a stimulus to the senses, from the Silver Coast landscapes, to their characteristic scents, in a mixture of sea air, resin and earth.

 



Yoga

In Yoga, the mind and body are interconnected, bringing numerous benefits to your health. At Bukubaki we focus on the practice of asanas (yoga posture), pranayana

(breath control), meditation and mantras (sacred sounds).

 

Experience feelings of total well-being, release feelings of happiness, love, laughter, harmony and fun, and achieve the true success of life, which is having a peaceful

mind.



BUKUBAKI
 ECO SURF RESORT

ECOSURFRESORT, Lda.
Rua do Juncal, nº 62525-331
Casais Mestre Mendo
www.bukubaki.com

www.bukubaki.com
info@bukubaki.com

+351 262 249 830
+351 967 138 917


